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POEMS
Praise for Blood Orange:
“‘The person who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; she
to whom every soil is as her native one is already strong; but she is perfect
to whom the entire world is as a foreign place,’ so Hugh of St. Victor wrote
over six hundred years ago . . . In Blood Orange, these words find a rich and
vitally new embodiment for our own time . . . [These] poems move with
the fluid assurance of a dancer, and sing with enviable lyric grace. “ ~Daniel
Tobin, author of five books of poems including Belated Heavens, 2011
Massachusetts Book Award winner
To Order:

		

www.spdbooks.org
www.Amazon.com

We Go Back to Manila in 1999 (excerpt)
What will our children remember
of the shape of that year? Perhaps
the city skyline, swathed in smog,
a plane landing at daybreak,
arms reaching to encircle their small
flight-weary bodies as they melted
into the waiting crowd. But those
were fleeting glimpses, through eyes
still fogged with sleep. More likely,
the sticky heat and stench of fumes,
a van weaving through early traffic
to the village that housed their mother’s
memories, verdant still, a jungle-green
deeper than California’s silver-sage.
Most certainly, the tile roof house where
they learned to call their grandparents
Lolo and Lola, learned to say ulan for rain;
rain filling potholes and gushing in gutters,
drumming on the low eaves, on windows
slammed shut to monsoon winds . . .

ANGELA NARCISO TORR ES
“There’s something lush and holy in these poems that slip between generations,
between daughterhood and motherhood. Blood Orange elegantly charts the
mysteries of family and place, time and its uncertainties, with a keen vision that
is at once sensual, entrancing and deeply felt. Line by careful line, Torres brings
forward an enchanting poetry . . .” ~Matthew Olzmann, author of Mezzanines,
winner of the 2011 Kundiman Poetry Prize
“Because paying attention is a form of prayer, Angela Narciso Torres’s poems
pay deep and close attention. The details of these poems are stitched together
with great care, and what we get is not just the landscape of memory but also
the landscape of family, which in the end is the god we really pray to when we are
restless. These are beautiful and beautifully made poems.” ~C. Dale Young, poetry
editor of New England Review and author of Torn and The Second Person
Angela Narciso Torres is the winner of the Willow Books Literature Award for
Poetry. Recent work appears in Cimarron Review, Colorado Review, and Cream
City Review. A graduate of Warren Wilson MFA Program for Writers and the
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Angela has received fellowships from
the Illinois Arts Council, Ragdale Foundation, and Midwest Writing Center.
Born in Brooklyn and raised in Manila, she currently resides in Chicago, where
she teaches poetry workshops and serves as a senior poetry editor for RHINO.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

author releases national grand prize-winning collection
Cover of Blood Orange an International Collaboration

DETROIT, MI / (September 9, 2013) — Willow Books author Angela Narciso Torres, Poetry Grand Prize Winner of the 2013
Willow Books Literature Awards, will be releasing her prize-winning collection on September 30. The richly detailed cover
of the book is the result of a collaboration between Narciso Torres and acclaimed Filipino artist Hermes Alegre, who was
unveiling a brand new painting, “Catalina,” at an exhibition of The Saturday Group of Artists at EDSA Shangri-la Plaza, Manila,
Philippines. The next installment of his Aura series, Alegre’s painting
immediately caught the eye of Narciso Torres, who happened to
be visiting her ancestral home this past summer and heard about
Alegre’s exhibition.
“The minute I saw the painting, I knew,” Narciso Torres said. “I had
been searching quite a while for the right image to capture the spirit
of this collection. Now, I feel the pieces have fallen into place.”
Part memoir, part love letter to the Philippines of her youth, Blood
Orange has received critical acclaim for its ability to be “at once
vividly present in the moment and fully attuned to the underdwelling currents of history.”

Narciso Torres, right, with artist Hermes Alegre at
Saturday Group Exhibition, EDSA Shangri-La, Manila, Philippines.
Photo credit: Dondi Narciso

A graduate of Warren Wilson MFA Program for Writers and the Harvard Graduate School of Education, Narciso Torres has
received fellowships from the Illinois Arts Council, Ragdale Foundation, and Midwest Writing Center. Born in Brooklyn and
raised in Manila, she currently resides in Chicago, where she has taught poetry workshops and serves as a senior poetry editor
for RHINO, an award-winning literary journal of 38 years.
The Willow Books Literature Awards recognize literary excellence in prose and poetry by writers from culturally diverse
backgrounds. The Grand Prize winners were selected from a field of ten finalists. The prose winner is Angie Chuang. Willow
Books, the literary imprint of Aquarius Press, specializes in exceptional literature by writers dedicated to the craft. Its mission
is to develop, publish and promote writers typically underrepresented in the literary marketplace. For more information on the
awards, contact redoliveconsulting@gmail.com.
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Blood Orange by Angela Narciso Torres

The person who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; she to whom every soil is as her native one is already strong;
but she is perfect to whom the entire world is as a foreign place,” so Hugh of St. Victor wrote over six hundred years ago . . . In
Blood Orange, these words find a rich and vitally new embodiment for our own time. At once vividly present in the moment and
fully attuned to the under-dwelling currents of history . . . Torres’ poems affirm and achieve a hard-won continuity of feeling and
insight. [These] poems move with the fluid assurance of a dancer, and sing with enviable lyric grace.
~Daniel Tobin, author of five books of poems including Second Things and Belated Heavens, 2011 Massachusetts Book
Award winner
Because paying attention is a form of prayer, Angela Narciso Torres’s poems pay deep and close attention. The details of these
poems are stitched together with great care, and what we get is not just the landscape of memory but also the landscape of
family, which in the end is the god we really pray to when we are restless. These are beautiful and beautifully made poems.
~C. Dale Young, poetry editor of New England Review and author of Torn
and The Second Person
There’s something lush and holy in these poems that slip between generations, between daughterhood and motherhood. Blood
Orange elegantly charts the mysteries of family and place, time and its uncertainties, with a keen vision that is at once sensual,
entrancing and deeply felt. Line by careful line, Torres brings forward an enchanting poetry, with “two fingers on the pulse like
the true point / of a divining rod,” always ready to lead us to water or love—the currents that shimmer beneath this book’s rich
surfaces.
~Matthew Olzmann, author of Mezzanines, winner of the 2011 Kundiman
Poetry Prize
When she sees a branch bent by the weight of blood oranges, when she remembers the warm scent of night jasmine drifting
into the window from the porch, when she describes her father’s care with the remnant of a bar of soap gone thin during the
days of her mother’s absence—what Torres finds, beyond the tropical landscape of her childhood, is the amazing vividness of a
world that flourishes in the moment of its vanishing.”
~Brooks Haxton, author of several books of poetry including They Lift Their Wings to Cry, and professor in the MFA writing
programs of Syracuse University and Warren Wilson College
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We Go Back to Manila in 1999

What will our children remember
of the shape of that year? Perhaps
the city skyline, swathed in smog,
a plane landing at daybreak,
arms reaching to encircle their small
flight-weary bodies as they melted
into the waiting crowd. But those
were fleeting glimpses, through eyes
still fogged with sleep. More likely,
the sticky heat and stench of fumes,
a van weaving through early traffic
to the village that housed their mother’s
memories, verdant still, a jungle-green
deeper than California’s silver-sage.
Most certainly, the tile roof house where
they learned to call their grandparents
Lolo and Lola, learned to say ulan for rain;
rain filling potholes and gushing in gutters,
drumming on the low eaves, on windows
slammed shut to monsoon winds. Breakfast
of sweet sausage and rice, the clatter of pans
begun long before morning’s hushed light,
punctuated by the calls of a bread vendor
peddling hot pan de sal on a bicycle.
Come Sunday—Mass, lunch, and
cousins, all honey-brown, coal eyes
shining with a primal fire they recognized;
a pilot flame igniting the ring of kinship,
amber like lamp-lit panes glazed with rain.
Older ones leading, they roamed the dark
rooms like a pack of wolves—
rummaging through cupboards and drawers,
prowling the backyard rubble to unearth
the stories from which they grew. In years
ahead, lulled by an electric fan’s whirr,
their dreams will be peppered with the strange
names of fruit—guava, caimito, siniguelas.
The sudden sound of rain will rouse what’s left
of distant, half-remembered trees: the heft
of rough branches, their slippery embrace.
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To Return to San Juan

What ocean liner, which bus station
to the loam that bore the imprint
of my first patent leather shoes. How far
to the cogon grass that watched my shadow
lengthen to the frayed edges of day.
To know the gaggle of children
stoning mangoes on Pilar Street. To feel
the white heat of hand rhymes, mayflies,
a piano scale spiraling from a small window.
To enter the tile-roofed house, eyes smarting
from the sputter of onions in a blackened pot.
Awakened by rain on low eaves, to inhale
steaming pan de sal, the grainy crust soaked
in coffee—dark, smooth, then bitter
like a refrain one tries to forget. To hear
the soft slap of hemp slippers on stone
when evenings brought the smoke
of burning leaves.
There was always too much
to remember of San Juan—summer, a river,
stories the women sang. A shaft of light
igniting Tita Pacita’s rooms at dusk.
The night Benny shot the Dizons’ dog
with his BB gun, as it stretched on the carport
scratching fleas, only the tadpoles saw,
and none but stag beetles heard. And the bells
of Mary the Queen still pealed mornings
at seven, like the frogs returning after rain,
croaking their devotions to jasmine stars.
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Isla Mujeres

Waking up fevered in a foreign country, the bedclothes soaked,
my throat parched as a barren field, swatches of dreams float past,
like how I slinked behind an uncle at the Sunday table
to sip Coca-Cola from his glass, too timid to ask my grandmother
for my own. The sound of my voice croaking Invictus to great-aunts
nodding on the couch had me willing my nine-year body to vanish like smoke.
Back from Japan, my mother made me pick between two faux-silk robes.
I coveted the jade with cherry blossoms but convinced myself it looked better
on my sister’s fairer skin. Do certain trees feel less, or more, entitled to
their patch of dirt and air? Do we ever outgrow childhood? And do scapulars
really save, like the two-faced medallion wedged into the sidewalk—Christ’s bleeding
heart on one side, Immaculate Mary on the other? In a dark alley, my friend Melissa
clutched hers while praying “Mother Mary, may those who see me
be reminded,” and the man with the knife left her. Lying in half-light, an iron vise
clamping my gut, even my hand is unfamiliar and everyone I know has gone fishing.
I can pretend to believe almost anything, even the efficacy of a pendant
embedded in my neck. I try to pray, but all that comes is a string of Spanish
memorized on the train and the first lines of Padre Nuestro. Repeat
what you know, a teacher once said, and the rest will follow. I intone it like a mantra—
Hagase tu voluntad, Thy will be done—but all that returns is the sea’s roar
like drowned names of towns we crossed in the night.
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Blood Orange National Tour Schedule
September 27, 2013
Book Launch at Rhino Reads!
Brothers K Coffeehouse
500 Main St. Evanston IL
6:00 – 6:30 pm Open Mic
6:45 – 7:30 pm Featured Readers - Angela Narciso Torres and YZ Chin
October 11, 2013
Michigan Launch at Jungle Juice Bar
14929 Charlevoix
Grosse Pointe Park, MI
6:30 – 8:30 pm
Featured Readers – Angela Narciso Torres, Derrick Harriell, Lita Hooper and Randall Horton
October 19/20, 2013
Filipino Book Festival - Hot Off the Press Reading
San Francisco Public Library
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco CA 94102-4733
Time TBA
February 13, 2014
Arts@Night Series, Univ. of New Haven
6:30 pm with Patrick Rosal
February 27-March 1, 2014
Associated Writing Programs Seattle, WA
Book Signing at the RHINO and/or Willow Books/Aquarius Press table
Offsite Reading with Angie Chuang c/o Willow Books/Aquarius Press
May 2014
Reading and Workshop featuring Angela Narciso Torres and Angie Chuang
Ragdale Foundation
Date/Time TBA
1260 Green Bay Rd Lake Forest, IL 60045
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